
 

By Dr Elli Franck 

 סימנים רלג, רלה
The correct timing of Mincha/Maariv 

We have previously mentioned that there is a 
machlokes Rav Yehuda and the Rabbonon as to 
when halachic nightfall occurs. According to Rav 
Yehuda it falls at plag hamincha whilst according 
to the Rabbonon it only occurs at actual nightfall 
indicated by the emergence of 3 stars.  
Following Rav Yehuda one may daven Mincha 
only up until Plag Hamincha (and Maariv 
thereafter) whilst according to the Rabbanan, 
Mincha may be davened up to night (or sunset) 
and Maariv only after nightfall. The Shulchan 
Aruch (233:1) rules that one may follow either 
opinion as long as one maintains consistency 
between the different approaches. 

There are 2 types of possible inconsistencies 
that may occur both of which are less than ideal: 

1. Switching between the opinions of Rav 
Yehuda and Rabbonon on separate days 
(“tartei d’sasrei miyom l’yom”) For example, on 
some days of the week one davens Mincha 
after Plag Hamincha and Maariv after 
nightfall and on other days Mincha before 
Plag and Maariv after Plag. This scenario is 
permitted by the Mechaber only in pressing 
circumstances. 

2. As above but on the same day (“tartei d’sasrei 
b’oso yom”) viz, on the same day one davens 
Mincha after Plag and Maariv before 
nightfall. This is obviously even less ideal 
than scenario 1 and is not permitted by the 
Mechaber at all.  

 

“Tarte d’sasri miyom l’yom”  

To gain further clarity, we present a case that is 
in fact raised by the Mechaber in Siman 235:1. 
There he suggests that if one finds himself in a 
place with only one Minyan for Maariv taking 
place before nightfall, then, as long as he 
davened Mincha before Plag, he should join in 
and daven Maariv early with the Tzibbur. Since 
this is a pressing situation with only one minyan 
available, one should utilize the immediate 
opportunity to daven with a minyan in 
preference to davening later b’yechidus, 
although in doing so one commits a “tartei 
d’sasrei miyom l’yom”.  It is considered a tartei 
d’sasrei because this person normally waits till 
after nightfall to daven Maariv.  

The Biur Halacha (235: s.v. v’im hatzibur) brings 
down the dissenting opinion of the GR” A who 
holds that t’filla bizmano overrides tfilla b’tzibur 
and therefore in this case one should preferably 
daven Maariv later b’yechidus.  The Igros Moshe 
considers whether the Mishna Berura rules like 
the Mechaber or the GR” A in this matter. He 
quotes the M” B (§ 15) who brings down the 
opinion of the Achronim that if one mistakenly 
started davening Maariv with an early minyan 
(for one who usually davens Maariv after 
nightfall), he should conclude Krias Shma with 
its brachas up until Shmona Esrei and then 
continue his davening with a later Minyan in the 
usual time. On this, the Shaar Hatziyun (§16) 
quotes from the Derech Hachaim that if one 
does not have a minyan later after nightfall, one 
should complete Maariv with the current 
Minyan provided he already davened Mincha 
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before Plag. Rav Moshe Feinstein concludes 
from this Shaar Hatziyun that the M’B rules 
against the position of the GR” A in this matter 
and that t’filla b’tzibur supersedes t’filla 
bizmano. To be sure, this would not however be 
the case in the face of committing a “tartei 
d’sasrei b’oso yom” where a person had only 
davened Mincha after the Plag. 

The special din of a tzibbur 

In considering this matter we have raised an 
important implication. We discussed the 
dilemma of the yachid who finds himself without 
an alternative minyan but we need to also 
consider the actions of the tzibbur and the 
justification for the minyan itself to daven early.  
We will need to define if in pressing 
circumstances the tzibbur are justified in 
committing not only a “tartei d’sasrei miyom 
l’yom” but even a “tartei d’sasrei b’oso yom”. 
Closer examination of the wording of the M” B 
in 3 places (235: §8;233: §11,13) strongly 
implies (but is not 100% conclusive) that the 
tzibbur in pressing circumstances is davening 
Maariv early despite the fact the Mincha was 
davened after Plag. In fact, the Magen Avrohom 
(233:7) states unequivocally that the heter 
applies as we just described. The explanation 
given is that where there is a risk that a minyan 
for Maariv will not take place at all or that the 
people attending will not daven Maariv later 
even b’yechidus, there is a special allowance for 
a tzibbur to daven Maariv early even if they 
davened Mincha after Plag. 

The above concept is somewhat difficult to 
understand as it implies there is a difference in 
halacha for a tzibbur and a yachid. So, when 
does one consider himself part of a tzibbur and 
allow himself to daven a “tartei d’sasrei b’oso 
yom” and when does one consider himself a 
“yachid” and avoid doing this even at the 
expense of t’filla b’tzibbur? In other words, why 
don’t we say that, rather than daven a “tartei 
d’sasrei b’oso yom”, let everyone go home from 
Shule after Mincho and daven Maariv at home 
b’yechidus? One approach as mentioned earlier 
is that we are talking in a case of a minyan where 

the mispallelim are not likely to daven at all later 
on and so b’dieved we allow the minyan to go 
ahead in Shule. Alternatively, we do not want to 
completely do away with the Maariv minyan in 
Shule and once again, b’dieved, the minyan may 
go ahead. Dayan Heimlich suggested a novel 3rd 
approach. It may be true that if someone who 
does not adopt any leniencies with regard to 
“tartei d’sasrei”, occasions a place where they do 
daven “tartei d’sasrei b’oso yom”, that in fact he 
should not daven with them and rather daven 
b’yechidus. However paradoxically there may be 
an advantage to a tzibbur who have always 
adopted   this leniency to allow them to proceed 
as usual. The matter however requires further 
investigation. 

Shabbos and tartei d’sasrei  

A special case worthy of separate mention is the 
potential for leniency when it comes to 
Mincha/Maariv on Friday night in regard to both 
types of “tartei d’sasrei”.  The Magen Avrohom 
(267) states that although according to the 
Mechaber even a tartei d’sasrei miyom l’yom is 
less than desirable, when it comes to Shabbos 
one can be lenient and daven Mincha/Maariv 
according to the specifications of Rav Yehuda. 
The Biur Halacha (267: s.v U’biplag) notes the 
opinion of the Derech Hachaim who extends the 
rationale of the Magen Avrohom to say that 
since there are kehillos that are even lenient 
during the week when it comes to “tartei d’sasrei 
b’oso yom”, when it comes to Shabbos at least, 
one can adopt this leniency when davening with 
a tzibur. The Biur Halacha himself does not like 
this approach but at the very least we have a 
limud zchus for those who are lenient to daven 
this way on Erev Shabbos. 

A further opinion in tartei d’sasrei  

There are many people, especially in the 
summer, who routinely daven Mincha/Maariv in 
an early Minyan keeping to the schedule of Rav 
Yehuda; they also maintain this on Erev Shabbos 
and some may be particular to daven Mincha 
early before Plag even on Shabbos afternoon 
itself for the sake of consistency. During the 
winter, however they revert to davening Maariv 



after nightfall so that effectively they follow Rav 
Yehuda 6 months of the year and Rabbonon 6 
months of the year. Is this considered in keeping 
with the rule of not committing a tartei d’sasrei 
miyom l’yom?? It would seem that although one 
is being consistent for a protracted period of 
time, it would still be illogical to follow Rav 
Yehuda or the Rabbonon for that matter for only 
6 months of the year. There is however a limud 
z’chus even for this approach. The Kaf Hachaim 

brings down the opinion of the Meiri that there 
is no such thing as a tartei d’sasrei miyom l’yom 
and therefore it is permitted l’chatchila to daven 
either according to Rav Yehuda or Rabbonon on 
different days of the week. According to this, 
the only time a “tartei d’sasrei “is problematic is 
if it is “b’oso yom”. The Chida in Machzik Bracha 
as well as Rav Yaakov Emden in Mor U’ketziah 
also concur with this approach.  

 
By Ari Traurig

Siman 232 – Eating before davening Mincha1 

Definitions 
The following definitions apply to the chart (chart on next page): 

“Seudah gedola” Wedding or bris milah (Rema), or a pidyon haben (MB 24). 

“Seudah ketana” A ‘regular meal’ (MB 11), including on Shabbos or Yom Tov (MB 24). I.e. any meal 
which doesn’t fit into either “Seudah gedola” or “Teimoh” definitions. 

“Teimoh” (lit. 
“Tasting”) 

Any of the following: 
Fruits, even if eat many fruits (MB 34) 
Meat and cheese, but the Achronim agree that a satisfying portion of these 
foods should be considered a Seudah ketana (Dirshu 43 on MB 34).  
If bread or pas habo’oh b’kisonin (baked grain products), only up to the size 
of a beitzah (Mechaber and Dirshu 44 on MB34)2, and not more, even if 
eating not in a meal setting (Dirshu 46 on MB 35) 
Any amount of non-alcoholic drinks. Alcoholic drinks only up to the size a 
beitzah (MB 35). 

“Mincha Gedola” The earliest time one can daven Mincha, 6.5 ‘halachic’ hours into the day (although 
there is a doubt whether the last 0.5 hour is ‘halachic time’, or a 30 full minutes, SH 
233:6). 

“Mincha Ketana” The opportune time to daven Mincha, 9.5 ‘halachic’ hours into the day (MB 233:1). 

‘Close to’ Mincha 
Gedola 

Within a half-hour of Mincha Gedola, i.e. from midday (MB 7). 

‘Close to’ Mincha 
Ketana 

Within a half-hour of Mincha Ketana, i.e. from 9.0 ‘halachic’ hours into the day (MB 
22). 

 
                                                           
1 There are other prohibitions before davening Mincha (see Siman 232), this chart only discusses eating. 
2 If other types of mezonos (not baked), MB34 says as long as not kovea a meal, however Dirshu 45 quotes MB286:7 where this is also only up 
to the size of a beitzah. This is also supported by the Kitzur 63:3, although there are lenient opinions (Heichal HaTorah Newsletter Tazria-Metzora 
5772).  



The Chart 

Opinion Time is ‘close to’ Mincha Gedola    Time is ‘close to’ Mincha Ketana Practical Notes 

Mechaber 

Lechatchila, even a seudah ketanah 
is assur (Mechaber).  

Bedieved, if started (even a seudah 
gedola -MB 14) can continue until 
close to Mincha ketana (MB 13). 

Lechatchila, even a seudah ketanah is 
assur (Mechaber).  

Bedieved, if started close to Mincha 
ketana, must stop when actual time of 

Mincha ketana arrives (MB 13).  

BH ’Vyesh’ advises that one 
does not need to be as 

stringent as this opinion. 

Rema 1  
& Gra 

Only a seudah gedola is assur 
lechatchila, however a seudah 

ketana is mutar, even lechatchila 
(MB 23). 

Lechatchila, even a seudah ketanah is 
assur (MB 22).  

Bedieved, if started close to Mincha 
ketana, must stop when actual time of 

Mincha ketana arrives (MB 22 and SH 19). 

BH ’Vyesh’ advises that a 
person can choose to be 

stringent according to this 
‘middle’ opinion so as to not 
rely on the lenient opinion of 

Rema 2a&2b below3. 

Rema 2a Even seudah gedola is mutar 
lechatchila (MB 25) 

Lechatchila, even a seudah ketanah is 
assur (MB 25). 

Bedieved, once started can continue, even 
seudah gedola, even past the actual time 
of Mincha ketana, as long as there is still 
enough time to daven before the end of 

the day (SH 22). 

This opinion is not usually 
practised, just listed here so 
as to better illustrate Rema 

2a & 2b below. 

Rema 2b Even seudah gedola is assur 
lechatchila (MB 25) 

Lechatchila, a seudah ketanah is mutar, 
but not a seudah gedola (MB 25). 

According to the Mordechai & others, a 
seudah ketana is mutar even after the 

time of Mincha ketana has actually arrived 
(MB 26). 

This opinion is not usually 
practised, just listed here so 
as to better illustrate Rema 

2a & 2b below. 

Rema  
2a & 2b  

Even seudah gedola is mutar 
lechatchila  

[i.e. as per Rema 2a above]. 

Seudah ketana mutar lechatchila, but not a 
seudah gedola 

[i.e. as per Rema 2b above]. 

This is a lenient combination 
of 2a and 2b above as we 

rely on the town appointed 
Shamash calling the person 
to immediately come to the 
Shul minyan (Rema, MB 28, 

29)4. 

Rema 3 

Should be stringent to not have 
seudah gedola as likelihood of 

becoming drunk (MB 30 and SH 
29). 

However, if started a seudah 
gedola before the time was even 

close to Mincha gedola (when 
permitted according to all), can 

continue until Mincha ketana (MB 
31, 32). 

Seudah ketana mutar lechatchila, but not a 
seudah gedola (MB 33). 

Rema concludes by advising 
not to rely on the Shamash 
for a seudah gedola (from 

the time of close to Mincha 
gedola) as likely to become 

drunk and then the Shamash 
will not help (MB 30). 

Derech 
Hachaim 

Even seudah gedola is permitted 
(BH ‘v’afilu’). 

Seudah ketana mutar lechatchila, but not a 
seudah gedola.  

However, if started a seudah gedola 
before time is even close to Mincha 

ketana (when permitted according to this 
opinion), then allowed to continue until 
the end of the day, allowing just enough 
time to daven Mincha before the end of 

the day (BH ‘v’afilu’). 

The BH (‘v’afilu’) notes that 
this is against the Rema 3 
above and states ‘tzorich 

iyun’ whether we are 
allowed to follow this 

opinion in practise.  

                                                            
3 This seems to be advised from MB 29 especially nowadays when we do not have a town appointed shamash (which is the basis for the lenient 
opinion of Rema 2a&2b), or one doesn’t wish to utilise the leniencies in the following footnote. 
4 Nowadays that we don’t have a shamash: Having a minyan kovua in Shul is a machlokes haposkim whether equivalent to the shamash (Dirshu 36 
on MB 28). MB (235:18) equates a personally appointed shomer to the town appointed shamash of olden times.  However, there is a machlokes if 
can appoint a shomer for a seudah gedola (Dirshu 34 on MB 235:18). There is a machlokes haposkim whether an alarm clock can be considered a 
shomer (Dirshu 33 on MB 235:18). See Heichal HaTorah Newsletter Achrei-Kedoshim 5772 for a full listing of possible leniencies. 



 ?איסור are there ways to avoid this – "לפני עור לא תתן מכשל"

The שולחן ערוך starts סימן רמג by citing the הלכה 
that it is אסור to rent ones’ bathhouse to a non-Jew 
knowing that he will do forbidden work in it over 
Shabbos, as bathhouses are generally not rented out 
through אריסות. (See footnote for clarification on 
 5( 'אריסות'
On this, the 6 משנה ברורה writes that one can 
conclude that all the more so it would be forbidden 
to rent one’s bathhouse to a ישראל מומר, loosely 
translated as an irreligious Jew. The reason being; 
not only does it look like one is appointing the 
irreligious Jew as his messenger to do the מלאכה for 
him on Shabbos, but one can also end up being עובר 
on the איסור in the תורה of "לפני עור לא תתן מכשל". 
Although this פסוק in 7 פרשת קדושים refers to the 
 of placing a stumbling block before a blind לאו
person, we know the famous רש"י there that says 
that really this refers to any ‘ בדבר סומא ' – anyone 
that is ‘blind’ about a particular matter.8 Therefore, 
if one would rent one's bathhouse to an irreligious 
Jew, who isn’t aware of the prohibition of doing 

כותאמל  on Shabbos, the משנה ברורה is saying that 
one would transgress an additional prohibition of  
  .by misleading a fellow Jew 'לפני עור'
It’s interesting to note that the 9 יד מלאכי writes that 
in such an instance if one goes against the הלכה and 
rents ones’ bathhouse to an irreligious Jew, even if 
for whatever reason he doesn’t end up doing כהאמל  
in it over Shabbos, the איסור of  'לפני עור' is still 
considered to have been violated.10 
We see how important it is to ensure that ones’ 
actions don’t cause another Jew to stumble in an 

העביר . With this in mind, are there any ways to 
avoid the איסור of 'לפני עור'? The following are 
some examples (from the משנה ברורה and some of 

                                                           
 is where the non-Jew would receive a portion of the profit that is earned from his labor. If that would be the usual way of renting אריסות 5
a bathhouse, it would be permitted as the non-Jew decides to work on Shabbos for his own financial benefit. (See the משנה ברורה, as 
well as his introduction, for a detailed explanation on this. Alternatively, see one of the competent Chabura members or any other Dirshu 
participant for an insightful discussion in these quite complex הלכות) 
 סק"ב 6
 פרק יט פסוק יד  7
8 Refer to Kitzur Mishpitei Hasholom (chapter 16) for an in-depth discussion of these הלכות.  
9 Klal 367, quoted in Dirshu note 7 to Siman 243. 
10 See the opinion of the Chazon Ish however (quoted in Dirshu note ibid.) that is quoted to argue and say that because the prohibition is 
to cause one to stumble, if the person doesn’t actually stumble, one can’t consider the איסור to have been violated. 
 סק"ז 11
12 See Dirshu note ibid. 
13 Shut Shevet Halevi 3:164:6 and 256:2 
14 Igros Moshe 3:35   
15 These הלכות were learnt as part of the Dirshu cycle around the time of the Yamim Noraim earlier this year. 
 .סימן קסג, סק"ב 16
 סקי"ב 17
18 The משנה ברורה does however say it is prohibited because you are ‘assisting him in an aveira’, but there is still no problem of 'לפני עור'. 

the פוסקים) where the איסור of 'לפני עור' can be 
avoided… 
It seems from the משנה ברורה in 11 סימן רמז that if 
you know that after refusing access to the irreligious 
Jew he will end up renting a different bathhouse 
from a non-Jew, then in such a case allowing him to 
rent your bathhouse would not be a transgression of 
the לאו of 'לפני עור'. This is because you haven’t 
caused him to stumble by allowing him to use your 
bathhouse, being that he would have either way 
been מחלל שבת through renting a different 
bathhouse from a non-Jew. 12 
On the topic of  'לפני עור'in regards to irreligious 
Jews, Rav Wosner13 discusses the issue of inviting 
an irreligious Jew to a שמחה when one is almost 
certain that he will be מחלל שבת to get there. He 
concludes that inviting someone with that 
assumption would in fact be forbidden. Rav Moshe 
Feinstein14, however, suggests that one can avoid 
the איסור of ‘ עור לפני ' by clearly writing on the 
invitation a request not to be מחלל שבת to come to 
the שמחה. 
Similarly, (for those that remember15) back in  חלק
 paskened that it 16 הלכות נטילת ידים in רמ"א the ,'ב
is אסור to feed someone who hasn’t washed  נטילת
 explains that the reason is because רמ"א The .ידים
this will result in the transgression of 'לפני עור'. The 
 of איסור there17 however limits this משנה ברורה
 and says that this is only if the bread 'לפני עור'
belongs to the feeder. However, continues the 

ברורהמשנה  , if the bread belongs to the person 
being fed then there is no איסור of 'לפני עור', as he 
is able to eat the bread without washing נטילת ידים 
even if the other person refuses to feed him.18 (This 
works well with the above quoted משנה ברורה in 
  (.סימן רמז



A few סימנים later in סימן קסט, the 19 שולחן ערוך 
paskens that you may only give food to someone 
who you know will make a ברכה prior to eating it. 
The רמ"א adds that there is room to be lenient if the 
receiver is a poor person and you are giving him food 
 This appears to be another example .מתורת צדקה
where the איסור of 'לפני עור' is avoided. 

On this topic Rav Moshe Feinstein20 writes that it is 
only a problem of 'לפני עור' to actually feed the 
person to food. However, to just allow the person to 
partake in the food then there is no איסור of ' לפני
 He goes as far as to say that one doesn’t even . 'עור
need to try to stop him from eating without a ברכה, 
unless one can do so effectively, fulfilling of the 
 .giving constructive rebuke ,תוכחה of מצוה

 סימן רמד סעיף א
May one’s house be built on Shabbos?21 

The prohibition of amira lenochri22 dictates that a 
Jew may not instruct a nochri to perform melacha 
on Shabbos.  Additionally, a Jew may not derive 
benefit from a melacha that was performed by a 
nochri on Shabbos for the benefit of the Jew even if 
the nochri was not instructed to do so.  For example, 
a nochri walks into a room and sees a Jew sitting in 
the dark, he then, without being asked to do so, 
turns on the light23 for the Jew.  The Jew may not 
benefit from the light.  However, if it is clear that the 
nochri also needed the light and he turned it on for 
himself then the Jew may benefit from the light.  
This concept is known as אדעתיה דנפשיה עביד, he 
did the melacha for himself. 

Depending on the particular arrangement, having 
non-Jewish employees working on Shabbos might 
constitute a violation of amira lenochri.  For 
example, one who hires a hourly or daily worker to 
perform a melacha on Shabbos is in violation of 
amira lenochri.  The Jew is essentially instructing the 
non-Jew to perform the melacha for the Jew’s 
benefit.  However, as stated above, there are certain 
types of employment where the non-Jew is 
performing melacha but it is not viewed as being on 
behalf of the Jew and is therefore permitted.   

The Shulchan Aruch24 discusses three modes of 
employment as they relate to amira lenochri.25  The 
overriding principle is that any situation where the 
non-Jewish employee is performing the melachos 
for his own benefit is permitted.  But, an 
arrangement where the melacha only benefits the 
Jew is prohibited.  

                                                           
 'סעיף ב 19
20 In Shu”t Igros Moshe. Refer to Dirshu note 3 to Siman 169. 
21 For the purposes of this article we will assume that the 
building is taking place in the techum of a city populated by 
Jews. 
22 Lit. speaking (instruction) to a non-Jew 
23 For the purposes of this illustration we are referring to an 
incandescent light that is a clear issur deorysa. 

1.    .Sharecropper/אריסות
This refers to an arrangement where a landowner 
employs someone to work the field but instead of 
paying him a fixed salary he is paid in the form of 
an entitlement to a percentage of the profits.26   
There is no issue of amira lenochri in this 
arrangement since the nochri is performing the 
melachos for his own benefit.  The more he works 
the more profits he will enjoy. 

2.    .Rental/שכירות
In this arrangement the owner/landowner rents 
out his business/land for a specific amount of 
money and the tenant collects all profits accrued 
from the business.   
This arrangement does not violate the prohibition 
of amira lenochri since, regardless of his melacha, 
he will be paying the owner a fixed rent fee.  All 
melachos that he performs are entirely for his own 
benefit. 

3.    .Contractor/קבלנות
This arrangement refers to a situation where, 
unlike the first two scenarios, the employer 
receives all the profits. The employee is paid a 
salary for his work.  In certain circumstances this 
arrangement will constitute a violation of amira 
lenochri.   

a. Hourly/Daily worker.   
One who hires an employee who is paid by the 
hour or day and instructs the worker to work on 
Shabbos is in violation of amira lenichri. 

b. Monthly/Yearly worker.   
If the worker is paid for longer periods of time, 
where the days of Shabbos and Yom Tov are not 
clearly enumerated in his contract, then it 

24 See Mishna Berura 243:1 where these three categories are 
summarized.  
25 There is another potential Shabbos transgression that is 
applicable in certain cases known as sechar Shabbos, see 
Mishna Berura sk. 3. 
26 Usually 25%, 33%, or 50% of the profits.  



depends on the nature of the work as to whether 
the arrangement is a violation of amira lenochri.27   

i. A type of business that does not require the 
worker to perform melachos on Shabbos.  
A worker in a field does not have to harvest or 
gather on any particular day.  He can perform 
all required melachos on weekdays, he is 
permitted to work the field on Shabbos because 
the Jew is not instructing him to do so and if the 
nochri decides to do so, it is for his own 
convenience and is therefore permitted. 

ii. A type of business that daily melachos are 
required.   
For example, a bathhouse where every day fire 
needs to be kindled and if it is not kindled there 
will be no profits for that day.  This is a violation 
of amira lenichri because even though he is 
hired for the year, his job description 
necessarily includes performing mandatory 
work on Shabbos. 

 מראית העין
Even where the particular arrangement does not 
transgress amira lenochri it still might be prohibited 
to employ the arrangement on Shabbos due to a 
concern of maris ayin.  One is not allowed to put 
oneself in a situation that make is appear as if one is 
committing an aveira even if in reality he is not.  The 
Mechaber rules that one may employ a non-Jew to 
complete a task and the non-Jew is paid for his 
completion of the task.  This is not a violation of 
amira lenochri, as explained above, since there is 
ample time for the non-Jew to complete the task not 
on Shabbos and if he chooses to do it on Shabbos he 
is doing it for his own expedience.  However, there 
is an important caveat.  This is only permitted where 
people do not know that the melacha is being done 
on behalf of the Jew.  For example, on drops off 
clothing at the cleaners on Friday to be picked up on 
Monday. The cleaners may clean the garment on 
Shabbos.  But, if the melachos are being done in the 
public’s eye then it is prohibited because the 
onlookers will not realize that the non-Jew was 
hired as a contractor but rather assume that he is an 
hourly worker.  Any work that is done to the land is 
assumed to be in the public’s eye, therefore it would 
appear to be prohibited to have a non-Jewish 
contractor build a house for a Jew on Shabbos.   
                                                           
27 See Mishna Berura sk. 10 
28 243:1 
29 See Biur Halacha 243 “She’kein” who wonders if one needs a 
majority who employ in a permitted manner or even less would 
be sufficient to avoid maris ayin. 
30 244 sk. 7 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid and Biur Halacha 244 או לקצור 

The Mechaber/Rama 
However, the Mechaber28 is clear that this concern 
the onlooker will mistakenly assume that a hourly 
worker was hired only applies when the normal 
arrangement of landowners is to hire hourly workers 
but if it is the norm to use a permitted mode of 
employment, it would be permitted to build in such 
a way on Shabbos as we would not be concerned for 
people thinking the worker is an hourly one.29 Today 
the clear majority of land owners hire a contractor 
to build their house.  Therefore, according to the 
Mechaber it would appear to be permitted. 
The Taz 
The Mishna Berura30 brings the opinion of the Taz 
that even if the majority of people use kablonus it is 
still prohibited due to maris ayin since there still is a 
significant percentage that use hourly workers.  
According to the Taz as well, it would seem to be 
permitted as today it is not commonplace for the 
owners to hire hourly workers. 
Rebbi Akiva Eiger, Pri Meggodim 
The Mishna Berura31 quotes another opinion who 
hold that when the custom of the entire city is to use 
contractors then it is permitted to have a house built 
on Shabbos.  According to this opinion as well it 
would appear that one may build on Shabbos. 
Mishna Berura 
The Mishna Berura32 rules stringently that one 
should not have ones house built on Shabbos even 
if everyone does so with kablonus.  The Mishna 
Berura is concerned for the opinion of the Ran.33  
The Ran explains that the concern of maris ayin is 
that people will confuse an arrangement of kablonus 
with one of a hourly worker.  Both arrangements are 
similar in that they do not take any part of the actual 
profits therefore people confuse these two 
arrangements.  This confusion exists even where 
everyone only hires using a kablan.  
The Iggros Moshe  
The Iggros Moshe34 rules that while מעיקר הדין it is 
permissible35 to hire a non-Jewish contractor who 
will build on Shabbos but practically one should not 
do so in order to uphold the sanctity of Shabbos. 
In conclusion, one should not allow a non-Jewish 
contractor to build one’s house on Shabbos.36 

33 Avoda Zara 6b bedafei HaRif. 
34 OC 3:35 
35 See paragraph “ופלא” where Rav Moshe comments on the 
Mishna Berura’s general approach to this question. 
36 An individual should consult his Rov with any specific shailah 
with regard to this halacha, as in any particular case there may 
be other mitigating factors.  



The Weekly Mussar 
Adapted from the sefer ְלדֹוְפֵקי ִּבְּתׁשּוָבה 

RAMBAM HILCHOS TESHUVAH 
 

It is crucial that one not delay doing teshuvah. 
There are a number of reasons for that: 1) One 
never knows when his day of leaving this world is 
coming, and it is therefore important that he 
always be in a clean state. 2) On who delays doing 
teshuvah makes it easier for himself to do the 
aveirah a second time. Once he has done the 
aveirah a second time he does not think that it is 
so serious anymore, and the likelihood of him ever 
doing teshuvah diminishes. 3) As long as a person 
has not done teshuvah, even the torah and mitzvos 
that a person does do, tends to affect him in a 
negative way. Instead of uplifting a person to the 
right path in Avodas Hashem, his torah and mitzvos 
can exert a negative influence over him. For all 
these reasons, it is vital to do teshuvah at one’s first 
opportunity (Beurim p. 7). 
 
The closeness to Hashem that one achieves 
through teshuvah is not necessarily connected to 
the kaparah one receives for his aveiros. In 
example: a person did an aveirah and afterwards 
feels sincere regret in his heart for what he did 
wrong. He has made up his mind not to repeat the 
aveirah again and he wants to return to Hashem 
properly. Even though he has not yet said viduy, 
which means that there is no forgiveness from 
Hashem yet, the other parts of sincere teshuvah 
propels a person forward to establish a close 
relationship with Hashem again, and Hashem 
considers the person like a tzadik (1:19). 
 
When a person says viduy he needs to say the 
following words: chatasi (referring to aveiros done 
by mistake), avisi (on purpose), and pashati 
(rebelling against Hashem). Even a person that did 
an aveirah by mistake still needs to say all three 
expressions in his viduy. The reason is, that in 
every aveirah done by mistake there could be an 
element of intentional sin as well. Also, Hashem 
can sometimes judge a person who did an aveirah 
by accident to be considered an intentional aveirah 
due to the person’s elevated level of Avodas 
Hashem (1:25). 

  


